[1] We identify and characterize interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs) observed by spacecraft in the solar wind, namely Helios 1 and 2, PVO, ACE, and Ulysses, which together cover heliocentric distances from 0.3 to 5.4 AU. The primary identification signature used to look for ICMEs is abnormally low proton temperatures. About 600 probable ICMEs were identified from the solar wind plasma and magnetic field data from these spacecraft. We use these events to study the radial evolution of ICMEs between 0.3 and 5.4 AU, mainly in a statistical sense. The occurrence rate of ICME approximately follows the solar activity cycle. ICMEs expand as they move outward since the internal pressure is generally larger than the external pressure. The average radial width of ICMEs increases with distance. ICMEs expand by a factor of 2.7 in radial width between 1 and 5 AU. The radial expansion speed of ICMEs decreases with distance and is of the order of the Alfvén speed. The density and magnetic field magnitude decrease faster in ICMEs, which fall off with distance R as R À2.4 and R À1.5 , respectively, than in the ambient solar wind; however, the temperature decreases as R À0.7 , slightly less rapid than in the ambient solar wind. These results are consistent with previous findings with relatively limited data coverage. We also use a one-dimensional MHD model to investigate the radial expansion of the ICMEs and find that the radial expansion speed is of the order of the Alfvén speed, consistent with the observations. 
Introduction
[2] Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are spectacular solar events involving the expulsion of 10 15À16 grams of solar material into the heliosphere [e.g., Hundhausen, 1996 Hundhausen, , 1997 . In our usage, ''coronal mass ejection'' refers to the phenomena seen with a white-light coronal imaging instrument. Solar wind structures which are the interplanetary counterparts of CMEs at the Sun [Gosling, 1990; Neugebauer and Goldstein, 1997] are now generally referred to as interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs). These ICMEs often trigger geomagnetic storms [Gosling et al., 1991] , making them of great importance to space weather studies [Luhmann, 1997] . Thus much work has focused on ICME manifestations at 1 AU and their evolution in interplanetary space.
[3] ICMEs have been studied by in situ measurements of their plasma and magnetic field properties when they encounter spacecraft. Signatures of ICMEs identified in interplanetary space include anomalously low proton and electron temperatures, bidirectional streaming of superthermal electrons and energetic ions, helium abundance enhancements, unusual ionization states of heavy ions, strong magnetic fields with low field variance and smooth field rotations [Neugebauer and Goldstein, 1997, and references therein] . Previous work show that at least one third of all ICMEs appear to be nearly force-free magnetic flux ropes [Gosling, 1990; Marubashi, 1997] . When the field strength is high and the plasma b is low, such ICMEs are defined as magnetic cloud (MC) [Burlaga et al.,1981] , which are perhaps the most frequently referred to examples of ICMEs. ICMEs with speeds high enough relative to the ambient solar wind may generate shocks ahead of them [Sheeley et al., 1985; Bothmer and Schwenn, 1996] . However, individual signatures may not be detected in all ICMEs [Cane and Richardson, 2003] . Even if several signatures are present in an ICME, they are not necessarily coincident. Some signatures have been reported relatively infrequently, while other signatures, such as proton temperature depressions, are generally present [Richardson and Cane, 1995; Cane and Richardson, 2003] .
[4] One way to better understand how ICMEs evolve in the solar wind is to track specific ICMEs observed by spacecraft at different heliospheric distances. Studies to coordinate observations of CMEs at the Sun and ICMEs at various locations in interplanetary space have been performed [Gosling et al., 1995; McAllister et al., 1996; Riley et al., 2003; Reisenfeld et al., 2003] . Such work has focused on ICMEs in the inner heliosphere, using data from spacecraft such as Wind and ACE near 1 AU and from Ulysses out to $5 AU. Paularena et al. [2001] and Richardson et al. [2002] used alpha enhancements to trace ICMEs from the CME at the Sun to Earth to Ulysses and finally to Voyager 2 at 58 AU. Although events observed by multiple widely-separated spacecraft are rare, they are of great importance for studying the evolution of solar wind structures in the heliosphere.
[5] The other way to study the evolution of ICMEs is to use a statistical approach. Liu et al. [2005] conducted a statistical study of ICMEs from 0.3 to 5.4 AU identified by using enhanced helium abundances and depressed proton temperatures from Helios 1 and 2, Ulysses, Wind, and ACE. However, ICMEs identified by using these two criteria are only a subset of all ICMEs. Recently, Wang and Richardson [2004] use abnormally low proton temperatures as the primary criteria to identify and characterize ICMEs observed by Voyager 2 in the outer heliosphere between 1 and 30 AU. In this study, we also only use abnormally low proton temperatures as the primary criteria to perform a comprehensive survey of occurrences of probable ICMEs, using observations made between 0.3 to 5.4 AU by Helios 1 and 2, PVO, ACE and Ulysses spacecraft. In addition, we use a one-dimensional MHD solar wind code [Wang et al., 2000] to model the expansion of ICMEs.
Data Analysis
[6] We use hourly average plasma and magnetic field data from Helios 1 and 2, PVO, ACE and Ulysses to search for ICMEs. No intercalibration of observations from different spacecraft has been made. The plasma and magnetic field measurements or their extrapolations at 1 AU from these observations are basically consistent. Figure 1 shows the trajectories of these five spacecraft, with heliocentric distance and heliolatitude plotted against time. Helios 1 and 2 traveled from 0.3 to 1 AU and span the time interval from December 1974 through 1985. PVO orbited Venus at 0.72 AU from 1978 to 1992. ACE has provided measurements of nearEarth solar wind conditions since 1998. The observations of these four spacecraft are generally within ±10°of the ecliptic plane. Ulysses has made solar wind observations since launch in 1991 and has explored the heliosphere from 1 to 5.4 AU and up to 80°heliolatitude. In order to take advantage of the relatively good quality plasma and magnetic field data, we use Helios 1 and 2 data from launch to 1980 PVO data from 1979 to 1988. We also use ACE data from 1998 to 2003 and Ulysses data from launch to 2003.
[7] The low solar wind proton temperature regions are useful starting points for an ICME list for these five spacecraft, since solar wind plasma and magnetic field data are readily available since the beginning of the space era. We are interested in detecting all types of ICMEs and therefore use the criterion of abnormally low proton temperature as the primary ICME identification signature Richardson and Cane [1993, 1995] . This approach compares, point by point, the observed proton temperature T p with the ''expected'' temperature T ex appropriate for ''normally expanding'' solar wind with the observed solar wind speed V sw . The expected temperature is essentially the typical temperature found in normal solar wind with speed V sw and is inferred using the well-established correlation between the solar wind speed and T p [Lopez, 1987] . To calculate T ex between 0.3 and 1 AU from the observed solar wind speed, we use the relationship derived by Lopez and Freeman [1986] based on Helios plasma data,
The assumption of a 1/R dependence in the expression for T ex is a good approximation [Richardson and Cane, 1995] . Between 1 and 5.4 AU, we use the relationship obtained by Lopez [1987] ,
v ! 500 km s À1 :
We divide that relationship by the heliocentric distance R 0.7 (in AU) to approximate the radial T p dependence found in the best fit of the data. An R 0.7 temperature dependence is consistent with the findings of Gazis et al. [1994] (R 0.7 for data out to 10 AU) and Wang and Richardson [2004] (R 0.6 for data between 1 and 30 AU). [8] Figure 2 shows T p versus T ex for the Ulysses data set. The data are divided into 2 Â 10 4 K bins and the average observed T p is plotted versus T ex . The bars show the standard error for each bin. The line in the top panel has a slope of $1 and matches the data reasonably well except for the high temperature regions (the last two bins), indicating that the preceding relationship (2) is, on average, valid. The bottom panel shows the ratio T p /T ex versus heliocentric distance, with data split into 0.2 AU bins and averaged. The ratio is near 1 except for a few larger ratios between 1 and 1.5 AU. On average, the ratio is independent of distance, indicating that the assumption of an R 0.7 dependence in the expression for T ex is reasonable.
List of ICMEs
[9] The principle data sets we use for the identification of potential ICMEs are hourly average solar wind plasma and magnetic field data, which are readily available from numerous spacecraft and provide a good means of investigating ICMEs structures using multi-spacecraft observations. The primary identifying signature is the occurrence of abnormally low solar wind proton temperatures. We follow the approach of Richardson and Cane [1995] and define the periods of interest as solar wind plasma characterized by T p /T ex < 0.5. We omit any events with durations of less than 3 hours. After having identified periods of low T p , we examine the magnetic field and plasma parameters during these periods. A likely ICME interval can be inferred from reduced fluctuations and some degree of organization in the magnetic field and from the nearly monotonically decrease of the bulk speed of the solar wind. The determination of ICME boundaries is uncertain even if ICME signatures are present, since different signatures usually have different boundaries [Wang and Richardson, 2004] . The boundaries given in this study are generally coincident with the regions where T p /T ex = 0.5 and typically can be associated with distinct plasma/magnetic field discontinuities. Figure 3 gives a typical example of an ICME observed by PVO at 0.72 AU on day 157 of 1981. The vertical dashed lines indicate the extent of the ICME. From top to bottom, we show the solar wind speed (V sw ), proton number density (N p ), proton temperature (T p ) on a logarithmic scale, the magnetic field strength (B), and the ratio of the observed to the expected temperature (T p /T ex ). The threshold value T p / T ex = 0.5 is plotted in the bottom panel. This abnormally low T p region was associated with a declining solar wind speed, low proton number density and reduced magnetic field fluctuations. This low T p event is thus a probable ICME. The duration of this event is about 36 hours, with an average solar wind speed of about 556 km s
À1
, which gives a radial width of about 0.48 AU.
[10] We have identified 596 probable ICMEs in the data base. For interested users, the details for each ICME are listed on our web site (http://www.spaceweather.ac.cn/team/ ICMEs_list.htm). This tabulation is a comprehensive list of the abnormally low ion temperature periods for the time intervals listed above, which may be associated with ICMEs. However, we cannot be sure that all the events on the list are ICMEs, nor do we claim to have identified all the ICMEs which are present. In the following sections, the ''ICMEs'' should therefore be read as ''probable ICMEs.'' Almost all the magnetic cloud (MC) events reported by Bothmer and Schwenn [1998] and about 82% of the MC events reported by Lynch et al. [2003] associated with the low Tp events are on our list. About 57% of the events on the PVO list, about 76% of the events on the ACE MC online list, and about 56% of the events on the Ulysses ICMEs online list associated with the low T p events are on our list. Since choosing ICMEs is an art and no universally accepted criteria are available to define an ICME, our ICME list does not completely coincide with lists compiled in other studies.
Properties of ICMEs
[11] We use the ICME list to characterize the properties of ICMEs observed by multiple spacecraft between 0.3 and 5.4 AU. In the following subsections, we will examine the occurrence rate and radial evolution of ICMEs.
Solar Cycle Variations
[12] As might be expected, the yearly number of ICMEs increases with solar activity levels. 
Radial Evolution of ICMEs
[13] ICMEs expand as they travel outward, both because their leading edges usually move faster than their trailing edges and because their internal pressures are generally higher than those in the surrounding solar wind [Gosling, 1997] . To remove heliolatitude effects, we choose the heliolatitude interval between 0°and 20°to investigate the radial evolution of ICMEs. Figure 5 shows the radial width of ICMEs as a function of distance and the best fit of a power law to the ICME data: W = 0.19R 0.61 , where W is the radial width of ICMEs and R is the heliocentric distance in AU. On the basis of the study on MCs between 0.3 and 4.2 AU, Bothmer and Schwenn [1994] found the radial width of MCs W = 0.24 Â R 0.78±0.10 . A theoretical calculation by Chen [1996] yielded W $ R 0.88 for flux rope between 0.3 and 5 AU. Our findings are consistent with these results. From the above relationship, we derive the radial expansion speed of ICMEs, V ex = 0.12V ICMEs Â R À0.39 , where V ICMEs is the propagation speed of ICMEs. Figure 6 shows the radial expansion speed of ICMEs versus the heliocentric distance. Since the radial expansion speed decreases with distance, the difference between the speeds at the leading and trailing edges may disappear beyond some distance. Wang and Richardson [2004] reported that the radial width of ICMEs remained relatively constant beyond $15 AU. Figure 6 also shows that the radial expansion speed of ICMEs is of the order of the Alfvén speed in the solar wind. This result is consistent with the findings by Klein and Burlaga [1982] in their studies of magnetic clouds, suggesting that magnetic cloud may expand at speeds less than or the order of the Alfvén speed.
[14] As discussed above, ICMEs are generally not initially in equilibrium with the surrounding solar wind plasma and thus expand. The average solar wind parameters within ICMEs, such as the density(N p ), bulk speed(V), proton The solid line shows the best fit to the ICME data using a power law. temperature(T p ) and magnetic field strength(B), may be affected by this expansion. The radial dependence of these parameters within ICMEs is given in Figure 7 . The solid lines show the best power law fit to the ICME data:
À1.52 nT. The density, temperature, and magnetic field decrease with distance and the average speed does not change with distance, as expected.
[15] For an expanding ICME, we expect the density, temperature, and magnetic field strength to decrease more quickly within the ICME than in the background solar wind. To clearly compare the evolution of solar wind parameters within ICMEs and in the ambient, non-ICME solar wind, we define the expansion ratio P ICMEs /P SW À 1, where P represents solar wind parameters (density, speed, temperature, and magnetic field strength). Figure 8 shows the expansion ratio as a function of distance. The first panel in Figure 8 illustrates the difference of the density in the ICMEs and in the background solar wind. The expansion ratio N ICMEs /N SW À 1 decreases with distance and is greater than zero inside $1.17 AU, indicating that the density in the ICMEs decreases more quickly than in the surrounding solar wind. Beyond $1.17 AU the density in the ICMEs is lower than the background solar wind density, consistent with the expansion of the ICMEs. The second panel in Figure 8 compares the speed in ICMEs and in the background solar wind. The average speed in the ICMEs is nearly identical to that of the background solar wind. The third panel in Figure 8 compares the temperatures in ICMEs and in the background solar wind. The expansion ratio T ICMEs /T SW À 1 is much less than zero, indicating the temperatures in the ICMEs are much lower than those in the background solar wind, as expected given that the ICME identification criteria is low temperature. The difference increases with distance slightly, which shows that the temperature decreases slightly less rapidly in ICMEs than in the solar wind. This result is contrary to the expectation that adiabatic cooling due to ICME expansion should lead to faster cooling of ICME plasma, but is consistent with the findings of Liu et al. [2005] . The bottom panel in Figure 8 compares the magnetic field magnitude in the ICMEs and in the solar wind. The average magnetic field magnitude in Figure 7 . Average plasma properties within ICMEs. (top to bottom) Proton density, speed, proton temperature, and magnetic field strength. The solid lines are the best fit to the data using a power law. ICMEs is larger than the average solar wind magnetic field magnitude, which contributes to the higher internal pressure in ICMEs. The expansion ratio B ICMEs /B SW À 1 decreases with distance, indicating the magnetic field magnitude in the solar wind decreases more slowly than in ICMEs, also consistent with ICME expansion and the findings of Liu et al. [2005] .
Modeling the Expansion of ICMEs
[16] Klein and Burlaga [1982] suggested that CME ejecta (specifically magnetic clouds in their work) expand at speeds less than or the order of the Alfvén speed. We draw a similar conclusion here. In order to understand this phenomenon, we use a one-dimension MHD solar wind model [Wang et al., 2000] to model the propagation of an ICME from 0.3 to 1.0 AU. There is a huge amount of literature on CME modeling (see the review by Linker et al. [2003] and references therein). However, no attempt has been made to model the expansion speeds of ICMEs, to our knowledge. In our numerical investigation, the background solar wind parameters at 0.3 AU are chosen as follows: the solar wind speed v 0 = 450 km s
À1
, number density n 0 = 120 cm À3 , temperature T 0 = 2 Â 10 5 K, and magnetic field strength B = 45 nT. After a steady state is reached, we increase the solar wind speed at the inner boundary (0.3 AU) by 20% and decrease the number density by a factor of 1/1.2 for a interval of 24 hours to mimic an ICME. The low-density region associated with the ICME is used to track the ICME evolution. Figure 9 show snapshots of the propagated density at increasing radial distances. The low-density region associated with the ICME is bracketed by vertical dashed lines. The radial width of the low-density region predicted by the MHD model increases with distance. The density within the ICME decreases with distance and so does the temperature (not shown). These model results are consistent with the observations. We estimate the expansion speed of the ICME as V ex = Dw/Dt, where Dw and Dt are the differences of the radial widths and arrival times at different heliocentric distances, respectively. The expansion speed and the local Alfvén speed from the model are plotted in Figure 10 . The diamonds indicate the expansion speeds and asterisks show the Alfvén speeds. They are of the same order from 0.4 to 1.0 AU. Our test calculations show that the initial ICME parameters introduced at the inner boundary affect the expansion speeds of ICMEs, but that these speeds are always of the same order as the Alfvén speed.
Summary
[17] We have prepared a list of the probable ICMEs observed by Helios 1 and 2, PVO, ACE and Ulysses at heliocentric distances from 0.3 to 5.4 AU, using abnormally low proton temperatures as our primary identification criterion. Such a criterion is still a single criterion out of several ones, though it is a important one. We use this probable ICME list to investigate the statistical properties of ICMEs. We find the following.
[18] The occurrence rate of ICMEs approximately follows the solar activity cycle. ICMEs are generally found more frequently at solar maximum than at solar minimum.
[19] ICMEs expand as they propagate through the solar wind. Their radial width increases with distance, expanding by a factor of 2.7 in radial width between 1 and 5 AU. The radial expansion speed of the ICMEs is of the order of the Alfvén speed. We perform numerical simulations of this expansion and find results consistent with the observations. Figure 9 . Radial expansion of an ICME with distance from 0.3 to 1 AU. The ICME is the low-density region bracketed by the dashed vertical lines. Figure 10 . Comparison of the expansion speed of an ICME with the Alfvén speed.
[20] The density in the ICMEs decreases with distance R as R À2.4 between 0.3 and 5.4 AU, more rapidly than in the background solar wind, consistent with the previous findings by Liu et al. [2005] , and in the regions beyond $1.17 AU the density in the ICMEs is lower than in the ambient solar wind, consistent with the expansion of ICMEs. The magnetic field magnitude also decreases faster in the ICMEs ($R À1.5 )than in the solar wind. The ICMEs generally have a higher magnetic field magnitude than the surrounding solar wind, which contributes to the higher internal pressure of ICMEs. ICMEs temperatures are much lower than those in the ambient solar wind. The temperatures in ICMEs decrease as R À0.7 , slightly less rapid in ICMEs than in the solar wind, a surprise since the expansion of the ICMEs should result in adiabatic cooling, but consistent with the findings of Liu et al. [2005] .
